Tulsa, Oklahoma

7/13/50

Mr. R.W. Davis,
Bartlesville, Okla.

Dear Mr. Davis:

It certainly sounds like a disagreeable mess. I suppose it could happen anywhere and perhaps we've just been fortunate in Tulsa that it hasn't yet happened here.

If there's anything we could do in the future, I hope you'll let me know. Incidentally, our two new book trailers (given by an "anonymous" Tulsa oil man—but we're using Skelgas heaters in them) are creating quite a lot of interest in our work. I hope you can see them sometime.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Lee Erhard
Library Board
Talks Budget, Circulation
Examiner 8/13

Operational and circulation figures were discussed at the quarterly public meeting of the library board Tuesday night. The Board pointed out to the small audience that in spite of its low budget for 1949-50, it had managed an efficient service and distribution to the people of Bartlesville.

The budget was $8,000 and the circulation was 89,873 compared to Ponca City, with a circulation of 89,783 - less than 100. The board also pointed out that the operational cost is about forty cents per capita.

The budget for the next fiscal year was approved by the board in executive session after the public meeting. The figure will not be released until approved by the city commissioners, Russell Davis, board chairman, said.